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A BILL

TO APPROPRIATE FIFTEEN HUNDRED ($1500.00) DOLLARS FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT TO THE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CADGIS) RESEARCH LABORATORY TO AID IN THE COST OF PRODUCTION OF A NEW CAMPUS MAP

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, THE CADGIS RESEARCH LABORATORY HAS BEEN WORKING ON THE PRODUCTION OF A NEW ONLINE CAMPUS MAP FOR NEARLY THREE YEARS; AND,

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, ONE MAJOR PROBLEM WITH THE MAP CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ONLINE IS ITS LACK OF ACCESSIBILITY AND OUTDATED DATA REGARDING THE CONTINUOUS CONSTRUCTION AND UPDATES BEING MADE TO OUR CAMPUS; AND,

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THE NEW MAP WILL PROVIDE A GREATER LEVEL OF ACCESSIBILITY, INCLUDING INFORMATION REGARDING BUS ROUTES; AS WELL AS OTHER INTEGRATED, INTERACTIVE OPTIONS; AND,

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, THIS INCREASED LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY WILL HAVE THE CAPACITY TO EVENTUALLY INCORPORATE OTHER CAPABILITIES, SUCH AS BEING ABLE TO TRACK BUSES USING GPS LOCATERS.

PARAGRAPH 5: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE THAT FIFTEEN HUNDRED ($1500.00) DOLLARS BE APPROPRIATED TO THE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CADGIS) RESEARCH LABORATORY TO AID IN THE COST OF PRODUCTION OF A NEW CAMPUS MAP.

PARAGRAPH 6: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A MAJORITY (1/2 PLUS 1) VOTE OF THE LSU A&M STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

APPROVED:

COLORADO ROBERTSON, SPEAKER

MARRY C ALSFELD, PRESIDENT
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